Step 1
Using eight (8) 5/16” Self-tapping screws, attach the CPU Holder track to the Track spacer brackets.

The diagram to the left is the recommended assembly. If this assembly does not allow you to mount the track spacer assembly where you want, try the Alternate assembly, shown at right.

Note: There are two lengths of Self-tapping screws: 5/16” are the shorter ones, and 1/2” are longer. Do not use interchangeably.

Step 2
Place the assembly over the center rails where desired, and mark screw locations. (If pre-drilling, use 1/8” diameter drill bit and drill 1/2” deep) Attach to desktop using eight (8) 5/8” Wood screws provided with the CPU Holder.

Step 3
Attach the Back bumper to the rear side of the assembly. Use one (1) 1/2” Self-tapping screw in the center hole.

Step 4
Slide the CPU holder onto the Track.

Step 5
Attach the Track guard to prevent the CPU from sliding off. Use two (2) 5/16” Self-tapping screws on the right and left holes, and one (1) 1/2” Self-tapping screw in the center hole.
Step 1
Determine if you need to use the 11” Track or the 21” Track. Attach the Track to the Spacer brackets as shown, Using eight (8) 5/16” Self-tapping screws for the 21” Track or, six (6) Self-tapping screws for the 11” track.

The diagram to the left is the recommended assembly. If this assembly does not allow you to mount the track spacer assembly where you want, try the Alternate assembly, shown at right.

Note: There are two lengths of Self-tapping screws: 5/16” are the shorter ones, and 1/2” are longer. Do not use interchangeably.

Step 2
Place the assembly over the center rails where desired, and mark screw locations. (If pre-drilling, use 1/8” diameter drill bit and drill 1/2” deep) Attach to desktop using eight (8) 5/8” Wood screws provided with the Keyboard Tray.

Note:
When pre-drilling on a desktop with a center-cut ergo edge, take care to ensure that the screw is not too close to the ergo edge to avoid piercing the desktop with the screw. (see fig. 1)

Step 3
Attach the Back bumper to the rear side of the assembly. Use one (1) 1/2” Self-tapping screw in the center hole.

Step 4
Slide the Keyboard tray mechanism onto the Track.

Step 5
Attach the Track guard to prevent the Keyboard tray from sliding off. Use two (2) 5/16” Self-tapping screws on the right and left holes, and one (1) 1/2” Self-tapping screw in the center hole.